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2: 
Understanding the Game

“A good shot is a good 
shooter shooting a good shot, 

with good board coverage.”
— Don Meyer
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One of the hardest, most productive concepts I’ve ever taught is 
shot selection. It’s one of the big rocks. Actually, it’s more like 

a boulder. Teaching kids to take a shot they can make — not the ones 
they cannot — is a tough concept for them to grasp.

It was definitely the hardest concept to teach, because one thing 
always seemed to stand in the way — the parents. Parents figured 
that they paid the same amount of money to be on the team, so their 
son or daughter should have the opportunity to shoot just as much 
as anyone else. They were the paying customer, and “the customer 
is always right.” They were absolutely right to expect their child to 
shoot whenever they got into the game. Some parents would actually 
pay their child money for each point they would score in a game. 
Can you imagine the extra pressure that puts on a young player? 
While I never agreed with putting that kind of stress on a child, 
later in my coaching career, I’d tell kids to only take the shots they 
themselves would bet $20 on.

Coaches I’ve spoken with at the higher levels feel poor shot selection 
is the silent killer to most teams. It’s the beginning of selfishness, and 
it’s almost solely responsible for killing a team’s field-goal percentage. 
Getting your best shooters the best shots is a sure way to be successful, 
and a key statistic to winning games. Though this is very difficult for a 
younger player to grasp — especially with parent pressure to score — 
it’s the best way to teach a player to have a high basketball IQ and to 
be an outstanding teammate. 

I held firm in subbing out a player for taking a bad shot. This made 
our parents upset. But, in hindsight, it had many advantages that I 
didn’t see coming.

Don Meyer had a saying: “One bad shot is a bad shot, two bad 
shots is a bad player, and three bad shots is a bad coach.” I didn’t 
want to be a bad coach, so I stressed shot selection in fifth through 
eighth grade. When parents would come to me and say, “You let your 
daughter shoot, why can’t my kid shoot the same shot,” I’d respond 
with, “Because Ellie can make them.” Ellie worked hard to become a 
good shooter. I stressed to parents that when/if their daughter works 
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as hard to do the same, they too can select the shots that Ellie makes 
with a high percentage.

We had two tests players had to pass to earn the green light to shoot. 
But, before I enrich your mind with those two tests, let me tell you 
how and why these tests helped our players. They created a grit and 
perseverance from which each player benefitted. It also showed them 
that they had to work hard to become the shooter they wished to be.

As I’ve told players for years, shooting is the easiest individual skill, 
in any sport, to practice on their own. All you need is a ball and a  
hoop. Just like the Jimmy Chitwood “Hoosiers,” you can become a 
great shooter on a dirt surface outside a barn, upon which you can’t 
even bounce a ball.

We had some strong-minded parents who weren’t always easy to 
deal with, but they were smart enough to know that shooting was a 
key to playing on varsity and in college. In fact, on our youth team, 
we had our three guards eventually earn scholarships because they 
could flat out shoot the ball. The point is, shooting is a very marketable 
ability, especially for girls hoping to attract college interest.

The grit and perseverance it took to become a good shooter seemed to 
be a quality that stayed with these girls in all areas of their game as they 
moved up each level, and I’m sure those attributes made their college 
teams very happy. I think that the development of grit and perseverance 
will help players as they go through school and life. Youth coaches must 
stress the development of grit and perseverance, because the results of 
establishing those qualities are extremely positive. Fortunately, for you, 
The Old Man in the Gym has found a way to help players develop their 
shooting skills and “stick-to-it-ness” at the same time.

Here are the three shooting drills we use: 

1. Original Green Light Test: This requires one shooter and two 
rebounders. The shooter must make five shots from five spots (baseline, 
wing, middle, wing, baseline) on the floor in two minutes. As soon as 
they make five from one spot, they can move to the next spot. If they 
hit from all five spots, they have the “green light” to shoot when open. 
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We did this for 2s and 3s, and we found it common that some may 
pass the 2-point test but passing the 3-point test was very difficult.

Note that the rebounders are a key part of this drill. We integrated 
a “Don Meyer Tip” into this drill: All passes must be thrown with the 
player’s weak hand. In all of our shooting drills, we stressed passing 
with the weak hand, unless the coach says otherwise. I can only 
imagine how many passes our players threw with their weak hand from 
fifth to eighth grade.

We also told the passers to ask the shooter where they liked to 
receive their pass. This forced the passer to focus on each pass, and to 
get a good feel of where their teammates wanted the ball.

Even in a shooting drill, we gain basketball IQ, better habits, grit, 
perseverance and confidence. And we give the player a good idea of 
how hard work can pay off.

2. 30-Point Shooting Test: From the same five spots (baseline, wing, 
middle, wing, baseline), a player shoots a 3-pointer and then goes back 
to same spot, does a shot fake and shoots a runner. You may choose a 
pull up, but I found that a “floater” was a great shot to integrate into 
each player’s arsenal. Then, rebounding their own shot, the player 
dribbles back to the 3-point line for a shot fake and push dribble (one 
dribble), finally shooting a layup that’s worth 1 point. So, there are 6 
possible points at each spot. 6 x 5 is 30 points. Our general rule is that 
a player must get three times their grade level to pass this test. For 
example, a sixth-grader must get 18 to pass the test. 

Like all of our drills, we stress good habits. Everything had a purpose, 
and getting players to understand the value of good habits is the key 
early in their careers. As the great Pat Summitt would say, “A good habit 
and a bad habit have one thing in common, they are both hard to break.”

We help develop the habit to never travel, so players were “highly 
encouraged” to dribble to each of their spots after a rebound. As the 
legendary John Wooden said, “Always execute the fundamentals of the 
game quickly and correctly for the good of the team.” We stressed this 
during every drill or scrimmage.
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We also stress the self-pass. That is, as players get to the spot before 
they shoot or make the move, they are to spin the ball out front with a 
slight backspin so they can learn to hop into a shot or a move. The hop 
or jump behind the ball is critical to teaching the athlete to be ready to 
shoot or drive. As Hall-of-Fame coach Chuck Daly would often say, 
“The catch is the most under-taught skill in shooting the ball.” Just 
like a golfer who turns to tee up their ball the same way every time, so 
should the receiver learn to catch the ball the same way.

In all of our drills, we didn’t want shooters to catch the rebound; we 
wanted them to stay with their follow through. Holding the follow 
through must be stressed early on. All of this purposeful training was 
meant to stamp out the chuck and chase mentality, so many youth 
players suffer through.

We had players practice giving a shot fake before a runner or  
layup. A shot fake must look like a real shot. For, as Bill Russell 
would say, “A fake can never look like a fake.” We reiterated to the 
kids that a shot fake is a start and stop of your regular shot. A big 
test for younger players is to get them to look at the basket. Many 
fall into the habit of looking at the defense, and that’s a habit we 
need to eliminate early.

Again, we applied the rule of using the weak hand in all of our drills 
and exercises, but especially on all dribbles and layups.

3. 10 Misses: I added this shooting drill for our club after the 
eighth-grade championship season. The shooter goes to the same 
five spots as the 30-point test, except there are no layups. The athlete 
shoots a 2-pointer from the baseline until they miss. Each make is 
worth 2 points, and after they miss, they shoot 3s from the baseline 
until they miss. Then, they move to the wing, middle, wing and 
baseline, getting one miss from the 15-foot area. Then, they shoot from 
the 3-point area. They continue this circuit, getting a total of 10 misses 
from the 10 spots, all while keeping track of their score. Ten times a 
player’s grade level is a great score (e.g., the score of 70 for a seventh 
grader would pass my green-light test).
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Remember these key takeaways:

• Just like the 30-point test, we don’t want athletes to chase and chuck. 
They must hold the follow-through.

• The self-pass is to be used after dribbling the ball to the next spot. 
We tell our athletes that there is always room for a good catch-and-
shoot player on every team. Chuck Daly would say, “Shooting makes 
up for a multitude of sins.” Being able to shoot is a key to getting on 
the floor. Coach Daly also said, “Not to guard is to guard.” What he 
meant by that was to let the other team’s worst shooters shoot. You 
don’t want to be the “other team’s worst shooter.”

• Teaching the skills to be a good shooter is paramount to every 
player’s success. Stressing great fundamentals and habits, along with 
grit and perseverance, can prove that shooters are made, not born. 
Shot selection is the result of utilizing the skills, instincts, concepts, 
fundamentals and habits we create in training the right way. And, 
perhaps most importantly, it teaches us to pass the ball.

When you watch youth teams play, you can usually identify which 
players don’t know what to do with the ball when they have it. Often, 
when they get scared, travel or throw a bad pass, they get yelled at. But, 
if they shoot, no one seems to ever utter a word. It’s almost a “get out 
of jail free” card for them. They begin to think, “I’m OK to shoot, coach 
lets everyone shoot.” This “shoot with no repercussions” attitude is a 
curse of the youth game. But, in my opinion, nothing stifles the youth’s 
understanding of the game — or dulls instincts, concepts or their 
basketball IQ — more than poor shot selection. I recently watched a 
player shoot 16 times on 18 catches, only making a few buckets. That 
player is riding a rough road to Pine City real fast.

One player taking a bad shot affects the whole team, because it 
stands in the way of their teammates learning the critical skills, 
concepts and instincts to move to the open spots and receive a pass. 
The beauty of good passing is that it builds basketball IQ. It achieves 
this for the passer, who must learn to read the defense and control the 
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defenders without panicking, while pivoting or faking until they can 
find an open receiver. Good passing also builds the IQ of the players 
without the ball, teaching them to move to what we call an “open 
window,” or a spot where the passer can see them. It serves no purpose 
to be open where the passer can’t see you.

Early on, we taught our players the concept of E2C4 — Engage 2 
defenders, C (See) 4 teammates. This concept almost forced the four 
teammates to move to an open window. I would say that teaching 
movement without the ball may be one of the most important 
concepts for a player to learn early. That’s why I taught 80 percent or 
more of our scrimmages in a 3-on-3 setting. I think 3-on-3 is the best 
way to teach young players, as I have found that teaching concepts 
during 5-on-5 is not only too complicated but also too crowded. We 
adopted our E2C2 concept while teaching in our 3-on-3 settings. 
This made it clearer and easier to teach cause and effect to our young 
athletes in both offensive and defensive situations.

The concept of teaching players to engage two defenders became 
crucial to getting the defense to understand help-and-recover. As Daly 
said, “Defense breaks down in the recovery; it can help, but can’t recover.” 
E2 forces the defense to help and then C4 or C2 teaches our players to 
move to open windows. It builds the IQ of concepts and instincts.

For success, a player with the ball, when being double-teamed, must 
develop the habit to sit down and get wide. They must understand and 
put into practice the fundamentals of pivoting and being strong with 
the ball. They must develop their instincts to sense where the open 
windows could be.

Working to get a good shot (shot selection) forced our players to 
develop the concepts of E2C4/E2C2. Shot selection is a boulder in 
the wheelbarrow of “big rocks.” It is critical, in my opinion, of helping 
every baller make the varsity team.

Shot selection also made us a much better defensive team in practice 
because, on offense, we learned to pass, move and fight for the rebound. 
As Meyer would always say, “[Strive for] a good shot by a good shooter, 
with good rebounding position.” Good shot selection by the other team 
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taught our players to make multiple efforts on defense. This helped us to 
understand the concepts of team defense, grit and perseverance. It also 
showed us how to guard multiple actions, communicate and rebound.

Shot selection was a foundational element of the training I offered 
parents. It was one of the most integral building blocks and one of 
the most important steps of the ladder to success. Despite parent’s 
initial complaints, concentrating on shot selection became a win-
win for all of us. A microcosm of the overall training it takes to 
improve the all-important basketball IQ, understanding of concepts 
and the honing of instincts and habits. The integration of proper 
fundamentals came along with it.

The bottom line: Sell your parents (the paying customer) on the 
idea of good shot selection. It ultimately helps them get their money’s 
worth, as it could be the key to their son or daughter making varsity or 
earning a college scholarship. Chances are, they’ll begin to understand 
that that’s where the real “money” is paid back.

Tyler Coston, a great instructor from Mano Watsa’s Point Guard 
College, told me that trainers in the top clubs in Europe often get 
paid based on the success the athletes have in the future. That may 
be why we’re seeing such an influx of European players both in the 
college ranks and the NBA. I believe that this is a practice we’d be 
wise to adopt, as opposed to the band-aid training we tend to conduct 
for players in our country. Putting the onus on the trainer to build the 
future of their clients makes a lot of sense, as more parents would get 
the right bang for their buck.

Old Man In The Gymism:

You must understand 
before your game can be 

understood.


